Cameron Head Start Pre-K Camping Adventure!  Tent—✓.  Fire Pit made out of blocks and tissue paper—✓, cotton balls on the end of real sticks the children collected to act as marshmallows to roast—✓.  Fishing pond made from a plastic tote, blue tissue paper and fish—✓.  The children could use the fishing poles (made with twigs, string, and magnets from discovery) to catch a fish.  The fish had numbers written on them and the other fish that matched had the number of dots.  GO FISH!  Books about camping included Zigby Camps Out, Scooby Doo The Camping Caper, Molly & Emmett's Camping Adventure, and more for read aloud time.  The students made their own binoculars out of toilet paper rolls.  Other small group activities included counting bugs and a camping graph.  Contact Vicki and Hiedi to learn more about the fun, 304.686.2376 or cameron2@npheadstart.org.